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Abstract

This is an auxiliary file containing references to all the papers mentioned in our WWW 2019 tutorial.
For each paper, we give a short 1-2 sentence description of the relevance to the field of subgraph counting.
We have a separate section for each portion of our tutorial, and papers are listed in chronological order
within each section.

1 Introduction

We list (most) papers cited in the introductory slides of the tutorial. These are primarily papers on appli-
cations of subgraph counting, and a few papers on subgraph counting on attributed graphs. The latter list
is by no means comprehensive and merely lists a few papers.

A few papers mentioned in the introduction are talked about in detail, during later sections of tutorial
(with regards to algorithmic techniques). We do not mention these papers in this section, and instead cite
them in the later relevant section.

• [HL70]: Early social science paper about triad census in social networks. Focus on directed triangles.
• [She71]: Tech report style survey, on use of directed triads. The applications are for international

politics.
• [WF94]: Sociology textbook that has early reference to graph transitivity.
• [WS98]: Classic network science paper that defines the clustering coefficients.
• [CL99]: Matrix multiplication algorithm using path sampling. One of the earliest applications of

sampling paths in a graph, for solving matrix problems.
• [MSI+02]: Paper defining network motifs. More focus on directed patterns, but uses these to distinguish

real-world graphs from random graphs.
• [Bur04]: Sociology paper on “structural holes”. These are higher-degree vertices that do not participate

in triangles, suggesting the vertex is an information broker.
• [Prz07]: The paper defining the graphlet degree distribution. Fix an orbit. For any vertex v, define the

graphlet degree to the number of times v appears in that orbit. This can be normalized as a distribution, to
compare graphs.

• [SVP+09]: Paper defining the graphlet kernel. This is a distance metric based on the vector of small
subgraph counts.

• [SCW+10]: Paper comparing various models, based on properties such as clustering coefficients. One
of the older papers empirically showing that Preferential-Attachment has poor clustering.

• [ST10]: Paper doing analysis of Personal Message/Friend/Enemy networks in an MMORPG (Pardus)
using clustering coefficients.
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• [BHLP11]: Result on using 4-cycle for edge weights, to improving community detection based on
modularity

• [SKP12]: Paper using degree-wise clustering coefficients for fitting graph model.
• [SKK+12]: Another paper on study of triadic closure in MMORPG (AION) network.
• [IFMN12]: Paper using triadic closure for graph model.
• [UBK13]: Paper using 4-vertex subgraph counts for understanding social network structure.
• [IMF+14]: Paper on attributed graph models, that uses clustering coefficients to check model fit. The

model accounts for clustering in the graph generation process.
• [Tso15]: Paper on dense subgraph discovery using clique counts as vertex weights.
• [BKPS15]: Nearest neighbor search algorithms from sampling 4-cycles. A successor to [CL99].
• [ZG13]: A distributed algorithm for implementation wedge sampling for solving nearest neighbor prob-

lems.
• [WFC14]: Paper on counting 4-cycles in bipartite graphs.
• [SSPC15]: Another dense subgraph discovery algorithm using clique counts as vertex and edge weights.

Philosophically similar to [Tso15]. but different algorithms and analysis.
• [BGL16]: One of the papers defining motif conductance, gives spectral algorithm that uses local triangle

(and other subgraph) counts as edge weight.
• [YYW+16]: Paper on counting temporal subgraphs.
• [TPM17]: Another paper on motif conductance, somewhat of independent discovery of basic definitions

from [BGL16]. The algorithms discovered are different.
• [PBL17]: Defines temporal motifs, and gives exact algorithms. Some dynamic programming tricks

used, and the focus is on 3-vertex patterns.
• [RKKS17]: Paper using local 4-cycle and 5-cycle counts for weak tie prediction.
• [SSG17]: Another paper on using wedge/path sampling for nearest neighbor search.
• [PBL17]: Paper on counting temporal subgraphs.
• [SST18]: Paper on approximating 4-cycle counts in bipartite graphs
• [YBL18]: Defines higher-order clustering coefficients. The `-wedge used is an `-clique, with an adjacent

edge. “Closure” means that this is part of an (`+ 1)-clique.
• [LBC19]: This paper gives a sampling algorithm for counting temporal subgraphs. The sampling is

over the time interval.
• [YBL19]: This paper defines local version of higher-order clustering coefficients. It basically requires

local versions of 4, 5-vertex subgraph counting.
• [RAC+19]: Recent paper on counting colored/heterogenous subgraphs. Focus on k = 3, 4, uses cutting

framework approach to get exact equations for the different orbits.

2 Graph orientations

This is a list of papers using graph orientations for subgraph counting. We have mentioned the first few
theoretical papers that discovered these ideas first, but all other papers perform empirical studies (or give
code).

• [CN85]: The paper that started it all. This is the earliest paper on using orientations for clique counting,
and gives the classic O(mαk−2) bound. While the algorithm’s running time depends on the degeneracy, the
algorithm itself only uses the degree ordering. The paper does not explicitly talk of orientations.

• [CE91]: The first paper that uses the core decomposition (though it never uses this specific term) and
discusses the problem of triangle counting in terms of orientations.

• [SW05b]: (Also refer to thesis [Sch07]). This gives an independent discovery of the orientation algorithm
with degeneracy ordering. This paper considers many variants of the basic triangle counting scheme, and
has detailed comparisons. Their fastest algorithm forward is basically TriOrient with the degree ordering,
using a clever implementation.
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• [Coh09]: This rediscovers the triangle counting and 4-cycle counting algorithms of Chiba-Nishizeki,
but provides Map-Reduce implementations. The interpretation of the 4-cycle counting is much cleaner than
that of Chiba-Nishizeki, and is implicitly in terms of orientations.

• [SV11]: This follows the language of Schank-Wagner [SW05b], and one of the results can be thought of
as a rediscovery of Cohen’s algorithm [Coh09]. There are new ideas to reduce the skew of the computation
using sampling methods.

• [AKM13]: Uses degree ordering for MPI implementation, and outperforms Map-Reduce implementa-
tions.

• [ELS13]: This paper is on maximal clique enumeration, and uses the degeneracy orientation to get
smaller subproblems for clique counting.

• [FFF15]: This paper gives a Map-Reduce algorithm for counting k-cliques (for k < 9). The basic idea
is similar to [ELS13], where degeneracy is used to construct smaller subproblems, which can be parallelized.
There are many detailed Map-Reduce experiments, and the final scalable algorithm is obtained by using
sampling as well. The sampling uses color coding, and counts monochromatic cliques.

• [JS17]: This paper gives an approximation algorithm to estimate the k-clique counting. Like the
previous papers, it uses the degeneracy ordering to construct smaller subproblems.

• [PSV17]: This paper gives exact algorithms that count all 5-vertex subgraph counts. Orientations are
used to counting cycles and clique-like subgraphs.

• [DBS18]: This paper gives a parallel implementation of the original Chiba-Nishizeki algorithm [CN85]
using degree orientations. The aim is to get a multi-threaded algorithm that enumerates k-cliques (for
k ≤ 10).

3 Subgraph reconstruction

This is the list of papers mentioned on subgraph reconstruction. Following the tutorial, we mention some
previous work. These are earlier subgraph counting packages/ideas that were superseded by subgraph re-
construction algorithms. By and large, they are based on subgraph reconstruction techniques.

• [WR06]: The FANMOD paper. This was considered a state of the art package for subgraph counting.
It is based on sampling from the brute-force recursion tree that exactly counts subgraphs.

• [MS10]: The RAGE paper, which gives an exact algorithm for counting 4-vertex subgraphs.
• [RS12]: The G-Tries paper. This paper designs a data structure for subgraph search, inspired by

data structures for string searching (tries). This builds a more sophisticated version of a recursion tree that
searches for all matches of a given subgraph.

• [HD14]: The ORCA paper. This paper gives a method to construct linear equations, where variables
are orbit counts and counts of neighborhood intersections (among pairs/triples). The code is specific to 4,
5-vertex subgraph orbits. As of 2019, it is probably the state-of-the-art for this problem.

• [ANRD15]: The PGD paper. This paper uses inclusion/exclusion methods to count 4-vertex subgraphs.
One of the key ideas is to get sums of counts of different subgraphs by combinatorial formulas. The code
has support for parallelism through an OpenMP implementation.

• [MAM+16]: This paper generalizes the linear equation technique of [HD14]. It gives code that auto-
mates the equation generation process, and is able to give these equations for 6-vertex orbits. The result
does not give algorithms or code for subgraph counting.

• [PSV17]: The ESCAPE paper. This paper combines orientations with subgraph reconstruction tech-
niques for counting 4, 5-vertex subgraph counts. It is probably the fastest solution for this problem.

4 Color Coding

• [AYZ95] is the original paper on color coding, which introduced the technique in the context of finding
a subgraph isomorphic to a pattern graph (paths or trees) on a small number of vertices.
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• [ADH+08] is an application of color coding to counting subgraphs (paths, trees, graphs with small
tree-width) in the context of applications in bioinformatics.

• [HWZ08] present algorithm engineering ideas for speeding up color coding by increasing the number
of colors and efficient storage of color sets.

• [ZWB+12] parallelizes color coding for counting trees to the Hadoop platform.
• [SM15] present methods for parallelizing color coding both using shared memory parallelism (threads)

and distributed memory parallelism (MPI).
• [CKM+16] explore bounded treewidth graphs further, and combine with ideas from orientations.
• [BCK+18] is further described later, proves a concentration bound for the estimates of graphlets and

also obtains a tradeoff between space and time.

5 Edge Sampling

• [BYKS02] is one of the earliest works on algorithms and lower bounds for the problem of counting
triangles from a graph stream. This also introduced the models of graph streams, including arbitrary order
(which they call “adjacency stream”) and adjacency-list order (which they call “incidence stream”).

• [BFL+06] used the idea of edge + vertex sampling to improve the space complexity of estimating the
number of triangles from a graph stream when compared with [BYKS02].

• [TKMF09, TKM11] present the independent edge sampling algorithm (which we call as Bernoulli edge
sparsification) and an analysis.

• [PT12] present the monochromatic edge sampling algorithm in the context of counting triangles in a
massive graph, and an analysis of this algorithm using two different methods. This algorithm can also be
applied in the streaming model.

• [PTTW13] present the “neighborhood sampling” technique that yields one of the current best tradeoffs
between space and accuracy for triangle counting in graphs streams.

• [KP13] present algorithms for computing local clustering coefficients of a graph using application of
Bernoulli edge sparsification and monochromatic edge sparsification.

• [BOV13] presents lower bounds on the streaming space complexity of triangle counting, and provides
a lower bound that is parameterized by T (a lower bound on the number of triangles), as opposed to an
unparameterized lower bound due to [BYKS02].

• [ADNK14] presents the “graph sample and hold” framework for subgraph estimation, which allows
non-uniform sampling of edges from a graph stream, with varying probabilities for edges that are adjacent
to currently sampled edges, and edges that are not.

• [LK15] present algorithms for local triangle counting based on random sampling, using an algorithm
similar to wedge sampling [SPK13].

• [MVV16] is on multi-pass algorithms for counting triangles in a graph stream, and so is [CJ17].
• [SERU16] present algorithms for local and global triangle counting based on reservoir sampling of edges.

It builds on [LK15, SPK13] and the technical aspect is to handle the dependencies induced by reservoir edge
sampling rather than Bernoulli edge sampling.

• [BC17] presents lower and upper bounds for multi-pass streaming estimation of triangle and other
subgraph counts. Their lower bounds show that the algorithm due to [PTTW13] is essentially optimal in
space.

• [Shi17] presents a method that takes advantage of temporal locality of edges to efficiently count triangles
in a stream – works well when triangles are formed by edges that arrive close to each other in stream order.

• [SST18] applied Bernoulli edge sparsification and other methods of substructure sampling to estimate
the number of butterflies (4-cycles) in a bipartite graph.
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6 Substructure sampling

This is the list of papers on substructure sampling. Some of these have been referenced in earlier sections.
For completeness, we mention them again, and explain the connection to substructure sampling.

• [SW05a]: This is the first paper that uses the wedge sampling technique for estimating clustering
coefficients. Technically, the idea is a special case of sampling from a matrix product, as given in [CL99].

• [SPK13]: The paper that coins the phrase “wedge sampling”, and does detailed experiments to show
its power in estimating various triangle statistics. This was a (late) rediscovery of the main technique, as
given in [SW05a], and the main math overlaps heavily with [SW05a].

• [JSP15]: This paper generalizes the technique to 3-path sampling, for estimating 4-vertex subgraph
counts.

• [TT17]: This paper improves on the vanilla wedge sampling convergence rate by sampling from a
biased distribution. The idea is to (implicitly) use degree orientations to cut down the space of wedges being
sampled from. While this leads to a bias, this can be corrected using standard methods.

• [JS17]: This paper implicitly uses a substructure sampling method to estimate the k-clique count (for
k ≤ 10). The substructure sampled is a dense subgraph, and the method to sample these is significantly
more involved than previous substructure sampling results. This paper uses the orientation technique to
achieve better performance.

• [BCK+18]: This paper combines color coding with spanning tree sampling to get estimates of subgraphs
beyond 5 vertices. It is a combinations of techniques, and the specific purpose was to go beyond 5-vertex
subgraph counting and beat MCMC methods for this purpose. The results show that color coding is quite
effective, but can be space intensive.

• [WZZ+18]: This is the MOSS-5 paper. This result extends the path sampling methods to tree sampling
for estimating 5-vertex subgraph counts. Just as [JSP15], the sampling method gives massive improvements
over exact counting algorithms.
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